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Students who enroll in the computer networking program also have opportunities to work with the college computer services statT and its networking system.

New computer networking program begins next fall
Sally Jongsma

new program in computer networking
will be available to incoming freshmen
next fall. The two-year associate of arts
program was recently approved as the fiftyseventh program of study offered at Dordt
College.
Reports from the registrar and admissions
offices in recent years have indicated that interest in computer networking is high.
''This program meets a significant need,"
says Dr. Charles Adams, dean of the natural
sciences division. "As technology has grown
and expanded in our world, different levels of
theoretical insight are needed in the field."
Businesses and organizations don't need only
theoretically educated employees. they need
people who can keep their computers running
smoothly.
"More and more students are really interested in computers, but don't enjoy or may not
be successful in the more theoretical aspects of
the field," he says. "We need to offer them that
opportunity from a Christian perspective."
A survey done in high schools that have a
tradition of sending students to Dordt has confirmed that many students are interested in
such a program. And many of those currently
enroll at community colleges to find such programs. As outlined at present, Dordt's new pro-
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gram would prepare students to help businesses
and organizations set up and maintain networks
for their computers.
"This is really the hot issue in the business
world. Even relatively small organizations and
businesses are finding it beneficial to link their
computers," says Computer Science Professor
Dennis De Jong. He expects that the demand
from businesses for such graduates will be
high.
With the new two-year degree, graduates
will be able to assemble networks and even
help with some designing of the network, De
long says. In a small company the graduate
might be able to work as the network administrator. Computer science alumni also have
urged the college to offer such a program. In a
survey done by the computer science department for their departmental program review
recently, professors were encouraged to add
such a component to the program.
The two-year computer networking program, while similar in its hands-on approach to
programs offered at technical colleges, will
give students a stronger base in both computer
science and general education courses, De Jong
says. That will make them more versatile
employees and better-informed Christians
entering the workplace. And the two-year program is designed so that students who change
their minds and decide to continue for a four-

year computer science major can easily do so.
In addition, offering the new program
allows Dordt to expand its current computer
science program, by increasing the number of
courses offered and the number of faculty with
different areas of expertise.
"Dordt has always been convinced that its
mission is to serve the community of believers
by providing an education that prepares students for service in Christ's kingdom," says
President Carl E. Zylstra. "We need to look at
how we can best do that as student gifts and
interests change and as society's needs
change."
Zylstra is pleased that the program is
being offered because he believes it fills a need
similar to that of Dordt's two-year secretarial
science and agriculture programs: it serves students with a broader range of talents and interests. It also fits with strengths and resources
the institution already has.
The Dordt College board of trustees has
also approved a new four-year program in
criminal justice. The new criminal justice
major will be an interdisciplinary major and
prepare students for either entry-level positions
or further studies. Students who graduate will
eventually work as police officers, probation
officers, correctional officers, or court workers.
But they will leave college with a solid base in
continued on page two
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continued from page one
sociology and other social science courses that
will give them the tools to become leaders in
their field.
"Competition to get into police academies
is getting tongher," says Quentin Van Essen,
director of admissions. "We're told that many
institutions look first at college graduates."
According to Dr. Jasper Lesage, dean of
the social science division, a similar theme
kept coming up as college officials talked to
criminal justice consultants about the new program. In conversations with a former FBI official, a corrections officer, a criminal justice
program administrator, and a legal counsel for
a corrections officers association, each consultant stressed the need for an interdisciplinary
program that will prepare students to go
beyond entry-level positions and eventually
contribute in supervisory ways to the criminal
justice system.
The need for trained workers in the criminal justice system is great. The United States
prison popnlation is 1.8 million and growing.
Lesage and others involved in setting up the
program believe that graduates with a
Reformed biblical perspective can make a
valuable contribution to discussions about why
we have such a large prison population, why
we structure our criminal justice system the
way we do, why we criminalize certain behav-

After getting to know Dan Blom ('99, left), Officer Edwards of the Des Moines Police Academy told Blom
he'd have to check out Dordt College. Blom graduated from the academy this spring.

ior, and what we can do to reform the system.
"This program fits very well with what
Dordt tries to do-prepare students to make an
impact in areas of our society where the need
for leadership is great," says Lesage.
Zylstra cites the introduction of programs
like engineering, agriculture, and social work
and, more recently, graphic design, as examples of programs introduced to prepare students
to serve in their contemporary world.
Zylstra and other college officials are also
convinced of the need for Christians to be
working in the criminal justice system.
The work and writings of people like
Charles Colson, he believes, have helped us
see more clearly both the need for Christians to

work out of their faith and principles in criminal justice and the benefit of having Christians
minister to people who are often looking for
direction and meaning in their lives.
The search is currently on for a new faculty
member to teach in the program, with facnlty
from other social science departments also
teaching some of the courses. Based on the
results of that search the college hopes to begin
the program in the fall of 2003.
Such new programs are crucial to providing Christian students with a good education,
Zylstra believes. "We need to ensure that our
education makes use of the gifts of the students
who wish to enroll and that it meets
eds
of the community we serve."
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Sanctified common sense
"Excuse

Dr. Carl E. Zylstra
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me, but doesn't anyone teach
common sense these days?" The alum
who asked me that question is less than
ten years past her graduation from Dordt
College. She is in a position to hire people
from a variety of different colleges and universities. And increasingly, she said, her disillusionment with major university graduates is
growing. "Doesn't anyone teach common
sense?" was her major complaint.
That's not an unusual complaint either. A
major concern of human resources professionals around the country is that the skills
people bring to their first job don't carry them
through to successive promotions. Typically,
people leave their educational institutions
knowing some entry level skills but lacking
the conununication, judgment, and strategic
abilities that tend to get them promoted and
make them valuable to their employers long
term. In short, they lack common sense.
All that started me thinking. Do we
really teach common sense at Dordt College?
I often hear from employers that Dordt
College grads are enthusiastic, committed,
ready to contribute, and eager to keep on
learning. What makes the difference? Why
are gradnates from colleges like Dordt able to
approach their tasks with what, for want of a
better term, could be called "common sense"?
There are several reasons, I think. One is
that virtually all of our unmarried students
live on campus. In many cases they come in
as freshmen who have never had to share a
room. Suddenly they have to share a bedroom
with a roommate, a bathroom with forty others, and a dining hall with 600. Pretty clearly,
they're either going to learn some conunon

sense quickly or they're going to be in trouble.
And, if they don't leam it then, they certainly will learn what it means when later
they team up with four to six other people to
live in a campus apartment. Cooking together,
cleaning together, and sharing living space
together will demand a rapid learning curve
in just plain "getting along" and working
together.
Similarly, over 800 of our students have
on-campus jobs. They soon learn what it
means, in one way or another, to serve the
rest of the campus community. Whether
washing dishes, mowing lawns, or calling
next year's prospective freshmen, students
find that in order to pay for their time at
Dordt College, they need to do more than
write a check. They have to put themselves
personally on the line where the rest of the
campus will hold them responsible.
Then too, our extensive student residence
advisor system builds in requirements for
mutual accountability. To a far greater extent
than at most colleges, Dordt College relies on
a student residence life staff in which students
are charged with holding each other accountable for adhering to campus community standards. Students soon learn that failing to meet
standards is not a matter of outsmarting a professional supervisor. It's a matter ofletting
down your colleagues and other members of
your team.
And speaking of teams, the high number
of students involved in co-curricular activities
also provides experience in what it takes to
accomplish shared teamwork. It's not just that
in a college of Dordt's size there are so many

/

opportunities for students to experience multiple roles in music, theater, and athletics as
well as their own academic area. It's also that,
with 800 students staying on campus each
weekend, there's a lot of opportunity to join a
lacrosse club, a strategy game club, or a
hockey club. Or at least to join the 750 other
students who play intramural sports throughout the year.
Still, I like to think there's something
more. My mother used to tell me to use my
"sanctified common sense." After all, we
aren't just teaching people to "get along."
We're trying to educate Christian young people with a sensitivity to the Holy Spirit's leading in applying biblical standards to our life
together. We're trying to teach covenant living that includes those principles of communication and shared vision that can apply in
any civic or employment setting as well.
At Dordt College we talk about developing biblical insight. We want people to see
how the world works from the inside out and
to discover how they themselves can fit within it and serve Christ's kingdom work of
renewing that world where it's gone off the
track. It's the heart of the education in our
classrooms, and it's the foundation of the
education that takes place 24/7 in the classroom of our comprehensive campus life.
I know that no college is perfect and no
graduate represents a college perfectly. But I
trust that the alum who asked me the question
that prompted these reflections will find that,
should she ever interview one of our graduates, she will find that, by God's grace, at
least Dordt College still teaches truly sanctifled common sense.
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Throughout

my

four years at Dordt,
I was challenged to
'make a difference'
and 'change the world.'

Henry Contant is the director of development

for the Abbotsford

Christian School Society in British Columbia. David graduated this spring with a business major.
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An alumni father reflects on his own
graduation and his son's ... 25 years later
Henry Contant ('77)

ennit me to be nostalgic. Twenty-five
years ago I was part of the Dordt College
Class of 1977 that walked across the
stage to receive the BJ. Haan handshake and
my bachelor's degree. Now, twenty-five years
later, my wife and I will be among the ranks of
thankful parents watching the Dordt College
Class of 2002, including our son, walk across
the stage to receive the C.E. Zylstra handshake
and his own hard-earned bachelor's degree. I
think it will be a defining moment for me, one
that not only clearly marks the passing of a
generation or a quarter century, but a moment
of deep gratitude to God for his steadfast faithfulness to his people and to Dordt College.
Checking back in my Signet, I was
reminded that our 1977 commencement speaker
was Professor John Timmer of
Calvin College. His topic was "A Limitless
Vision for a Limited People." The Signet
records that "he meditated on how short
and insignificant our lives are in the world's
terms compared to the great kingdom that
Christ is establishing through people like us."
Yes, throughout my four years at Dordt, I was
challenged to "make a difference" and "change
the world." Our class was sent from Dordt
College that second Friday of May 1977 with
the words of the benediction "May the grace
and peace of Christ be with you."
Twenty-five years later, I'm in one of
those reflective moods-what
things have
changed and what has remained constant at
Dordt College over the past generation?

In 1977 ...
Our Canadian dollar was still worth an
equivalent dollar in the US.
• Budgeting for a year of college meant
saving (or borrowing) around $2S00.
Reformed Christian colleges were still
only a vision in Canada.
The SUB was our favorite (and only)
student hangout on campus.
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Defender basketball teams struggled
desperately to defeat Northwestern.
Excavation had just begun for the
largest construction project in Dordt's
history, (the first and only non red-brick
building), known then, simply, as the
"Chape!."
An "off-campus experience" meant that
you were a junior or senior and expected
to live in one of the dozens of "offcampus" approved college housing
basement suites throughout Sioux Center.
Professor John Van Dyk not only sported a
philosopher's beard, his insights helped us
see the world through a different set of
lenses.

In 2002...
Our Canadian dollar is worth sixty-two
cents US, on a good day'
Budgeting for a year at college means
saving (or mortgaging) over $20,000.
• Two Reformed Christian universities have
been established in Canada.
The SUB is being demolished, but the old
mailboxes are being salvaged.
• Defender basketball teams still reminisce
about the time they "almost" defeated
Northwestern.
Construction is nearly complete on the
new Campus Center, the largest and most
expensive red-brick building on Dordt's
campus.
• An "off-campus" experience now means a
semester of study in Europe, the Middle
East, Central America, or Asia.
• Professor John Van Dyk's beard is now
white, he's moved from philosophy to
education, and has influenced a whole
generation of Christian teachers with his
insights into the "craft of teaching
Christianly" and his publications on
Christian education.
The comparative lists could go on much
longer. However, "seeing" Dordt College again
through the current experiences of our son and

daughter these past four years, I realize many
things in the Dordt experience remain constant
twenty-five years later.
Dordt professors still care deeply about
their students, and they continue to shape
and mold a new generation of leaders.
• Friendships developed in college dormitory and apartment experiences are unique
and may last a lifetime.
• 'Investing' in a Christian college education
is a wise decision, with immeasurable
benefits.
• Dordt is still "in the Iowa corn fields."
However, it's not Dordt's location or Sioux
County's geography that attracts and retains
a student body from across North America
and around the world, it's the "Dordt
community" that keeps
students coming back to
northwest Iowa.
A distinctive biblical worldview still permeates Dordt
College classrooms, and
students are still being
challenged to "make a difference" and "change the world."
I'm thankful for a career in
Christian education that has
spanned twenty-five years.
Undeniably, my Dordt College
experience molded my perspective and worldview. My wife,
children, extended family, church,
countless students, parents, colOr. Syd Hielema challenged
leagues, and life experiences have
their education to serve.
further shaped that foundation.
Celebrating with our son as
he now graduates from Dordt College with a
degree in business administration, I'm overwhelmed with thankfulness for a family and
Christian community that has loved, cared for,
encouraged, challenged, prayed for, and molded
him. I pray that Dave and his entire "Class of
2002" will be insightful, obedient, and active
servants in God's world. Soli Deo Gloria!
/

this year's graduates to use
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Around campus

~ B.J. Haan Conference
draws its largest group yet
Sally Jongsma

ore than a hundred elementary and
high school teachers put themselves
in their students' shoes in April,

M

coming to Dordt' s campus to learn-in
this
case about the Christian school as a faith-nur-

Schools

must be

turing institution. The two-day event was a
combination

places of grace,
Hielema says

"

of presentations

and work ses-

sions during which conferees wrestled with
how the Bible infuses everything that happens in a classroom

and how to nurture the

faith life of students. According to Dr. John
Van Dyk, director of Dordt's Center for
Educational Services and the coordinator of

it

the event,

was possibly

the most successful

conference yet in the nearly two decades he
has been organizing these events.
Dr. Sydney Hielema, who teaches theology at Dordt, was the primary resource person for the conference, leading an opening
worship time on Wednesday evening and
talking about "Biblical Foundations for Faith
Nurture in an Institutional Setting" on
Thursday morning.
Hielema began the discussion of how
Christian teachers can help their students see
God in the classroom. He observed that there
are ways to measure whether growth in faith

Teachers from more than thirty schools gathered at Dordt for the BJ. Haan Education Conference

is occurring, pointing out several indicators
that teachers can test or observe: whether a

group wrote, " It gave us time to evaluate,

student can articulate a Christian worldview,
lives a moral life, understands Christian doctrine, knows the Bible. But Hielema also
pointed out that students can articulate a

Christian worldview, live morally, know their
Bible, and serve others without really lqIow-

ing God. And faith nurture is ultimately leading children into the presence of God,

Hielema says.
Schools must be places of grace,
Hielema says, adding, "Grace should be like
oxygen in the air, breathed in so that it
becomes

part of us." Grace is how God lives

among his people.
Hielema used a temple image to help
teachers see how God lives among his peo-

ple. Temples, he notes, are places where
Dr. John Van Dyk has planned
nearly twenty B.J. Haan

Education Conferences.

God's presence

is most clearly seen on earth

and where people meet God. If teachers and
schools can be God's temples filled with
God's presence

and grace, then in some mys-

terious way those who meet there are meeting

Launching Parent
E-mail Newsletter
We're planning to launch an
e-mail newsletter for parents (of current Dordt students) later this year. It will
include campus news and
events and other items of
interest to parents. Please
submit your preferred email address to
parentnews@dordt.edu

with educational

and dream;

for the comfortable and productive format;
for time to worship in their work. Most found
that they were struggling with the same
issues, and they lauded the visionary and
practical focus of the conference.

One team wrote, "We felt that the conference provided us with many good practical
ideas to implement

some of the concepts

we

were already trying to put in place." Another
dream, and re-evaluate." And
wrote, "It allowed us to focus
important, what our Christian
about. We hope it has a great
school."
The B J. Haan Education

institution. Some schools send a team of

Conference

Musicians earn awards
our Dordt students were recently
awarded $400 scholarships from the

Iowa Federation

of Music Clubs for excel-

As local win-

their strategies were.

several other states.
One conferee summed up the ses..§.ion

succinctly, "Right on target collectiVely.
Individually life-changing."

honors recital.

T

he Pella Corporation Engineering
Scholarship, an aunually-funded $2500
award, has already heen awarded for next
year to junior engineering

major Travis

Burgers of Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The
agreement stipulates that the applicant have a
grade point average of at least 3.0 and
encourages

Erika Van Den
Clockwise:Andrew Schaap,
Tricia Van Ee, Erika Van
Den Hul, Carolyn Langley

Vocalists honored at NATS

with each other dur-

came from Ontario, CalifOrnia/

Three new scholarships funded

their students.

a check-in

participants

Colorado, illinois, Indiana, AJberta and

lence in performance on their instruments.

voice.

ing the next school year to see how effective

teachers are always welcome

and also find the time fruitful. This year's

their categories. Erin Houtsma (South
Holland, Illinois), Liz McPherson (Lincoln,
Nebraska), and Tricia Van Be (Pella, Iowa)
advanced to the final round and sang in the

P

Tricia Van Ee,

and schedule

smaller schools send their whole st
professional development opportunity.

Campus
capsules--------

lining strategies to take back to their school
and improve the way they nurture faith in

so

two to eight teachers every year. Some

Individual

the years. Early meetings were primarily

assignment

pairing teams from two different schools

for his two books on

on what's

school is all
impact on our

since its inception, but notes that the conference format has changed significantly over

Hul, violin;

they could discuss their plans with each other

of the inspiration

education, Letters to Lisa and The Craft of
Christian Teaching-the emphasis now

still another

BJ. Haan's lifelong commitment to Christian
education. Van Dyk has led the planning team

gathered on Friday as school teams. Their

An important part of the conference was

experts brought in for

the conference. They focused on the
distinctives of Christian education, especially
teaching. While very valuable-in
fact
Van Dyk credits the wrestling with ideas
that came from these sessions for much

is on school improvement. Schools are
encouraged to send a team of teachers that
can work together on action steps for their

was originally set up by the Dordt College
board of trustees to honor fanner President

organ;

Van Dyk wasn't the only one who con-

.~

public lectures and small group meetings

for the time to reflect, evaluate,

school environment. Using ideas gleaned in
plenary and small group sessions, teachers

sidered the conference a success. Participants
expressed appreciation for the stories shared

4 Voice

and the things they learned from each other;

ners, all are eliGod, Hielema says.
gible to enter
Upon that foundation, teachers spent the
the regional
rest of the conference thinking about, discussing, looking to Scripture, sharing stories, --competition
next fall.
and spelling out how seeing teachers and
Winners were:
schools as temples of God's grace will affect
Carolyn
how schools operate.
Langley,
Sessions on school climate and sectionFrench hom;
als divided by grade level looked at how
Andrew Schaap,
being immersed in grace might change the

was to create an action plan, out-

this spring.

ordt vocalists performed well at the
Lewis and Clark National Association of
Teachers of Singing (NATS) auditions on
April 6. Dan Zylstra (Lansing, illinois), Joe
Hoksbergen (Tracy, Iowa), Becky Boender
(Oskaloosa, Iowa), Kara Bentz (Platte, South
Dakota), and Brenda Janssen (Beamsville,
Ontario) advanced to tbe semi-final round in

D

/

recipients

to participate in a sum-

mer internship at Pella Corporation.
The Simon and Lena Prins Memorial
Scholarship is an endowed award, funded by
Gerrit and Carol Zylstra of Michigan. The
scholarship will be awarded for the first time
in 2002-2003 and will go to a graduate of
Southwest Christian High School in
Edgerton, Miunesota. The recipient must be
a full-time student in good academic stand- •
ing and of good Christian character.
The Len and Lee Rhoda Women's
Basketball Scholarship agreement has been
signed and will be awarded when funding is
completed, within the next few years. The
applicant may be a current or prospective

student and must have a grade point average
of at least 2.5.
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Students saturate themselves in art for a weekend
Andrew De Young

I

early
n
April, nearly ninety Dordt students
spent a weekend in Minneapolis. listening
to classical music, seeing a foreign film,
watching a play, looking at different works of
art, and discussing the arts. These students
weren't art majors; in fact, some of them
admit they aren't even "into" art. They were
part of a class called Gen 200: Introduction
to the Arts, a required course for all Dordt
students.
According to Theatre Arts Professor
Simon du Toit, one of the teachers of the
class, "We're trying to help Dordt grow into
a community that appreciates the arts." He
admits that often class time isn't enough,
which is why he approached the board in
1995 with the proposal for a weekend class
trip to Minneapolis for the students in Gen
200.
"Over the years," says du Toit, "we've
gained more financial support from the
board."
When it first began in 1995, many
students could not go because the cost of the
trip was too high, but this year, over half of
the students in the class were able to go due
to a lowered cost.
In this semester's Friday night and
Saturday trip, students saw a performance of

the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, a foreign
film at the historic Heights Theater, a performance of the Greek tragedy Medea at the
Theatre de la Jeune Leune, and various works
of art at the Walker Art Center and the
Minneapolis Art Institute.
"Students had the opportunity to be exposed to artworks at a different level," says
du Toit.
But how have students responded? Du
Toit admits that the response has varied from
one trip to the next, but this semester, the
response has been overwhelmingly positive.
Sonja Eenigenburg, a freshman from Chicago
Heights, Illinois, values her experience on the
trip. "It was great to be able to do so much in
such a small amount of time," she says.
"Even the events that I wasn't excited about
turned out to be really stimulating."
Some students found themselves applying concepts learned in class to their experiences on the trip. Eenigenburg says her study
of theater helped her pay more attention to
stage layout and characterization in Medea.
Janean Swager, a freshman from
Sunnyside, Washington, found that her new
knowledge of music came in handy. "I think 1
was able to listen more carefully to the
orchestra because I was listening for different
elements in the music," she says.

First year students Lindsey De Jong,
Andrea Van Wyk, Beka Schreur, and Sara
Prins did more than observe sculptures in
the Sculpture Garden at the Walker Art
Center in Minneapolis.

Students in Gen 200 aren't just
learning to appreciate art, says du Toit.
He hopes they are learning to engage
art as Christians as well.
"If they leave class hating theater, I don't care," says du Toit, "but
if they leave knowing that they have a
Christian responsibility to engage
culture, so much the better."

Purple Martin recognizes student writers
Andrew De Young

ordt English professors regularly read
student poems, stories, and essays.
But once a year they get to read the
best pieces written over the year and decide
the winners of the Purple Martin Writing
Contest. Professors read over 100 entries by
thirty-eight participants this year, and, as in
years past, they were amazed and delighted
by the talent.
"Every year we're amazed at the quality

of the writing," says Lorna Van Gilst, professor
of English. So many good entries make it hard
for the professors to choose winners, she says.
When reading the entries, professors
look for solid ideas, good organization, and
appropriate word choice. "We probably place
the most emphasis on ideas," says Van Gilst,
"but we can't give a prize to a piece with bad
mechanics."
This year, professors noticed a trend
emerging. "In fiction, there seems to be more
of an interest in fantasy," says Van Gilst. She

Freshmen-only halls
are a thing of the past
Andrew De Young

T

he start of the 2002-2003 academic year
will mark an important change in
Dordt's housing policy. Beginning next
fall, freshmen and sophomores will live sideby-side in North, East, West, and Covenant
Halls. At present freshmen live in East and
North Halls and sophomores in West and
Covenant.
The new housing arrangement, called
blended housing, will hopefully give sophomores the chance to provide leadership for

After a bit of initial static, many students are looking forward to living with people from other classes.
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incoming freshmen, according to Ken
Boersma, vice president for student services.
Boersma and other members of the Dordt
College staff have seen that a unique culture
often develops in freshmen halls.
"Freshmen don't always develop the best
habits," he says. "With blended housing, students who have succeeded in adjusting to college life can model good behavior."
Boersma also recognizes that there may
be some drawbacks. "We recognize the challenge," he says. "We realize that not all modeling may be positive."
Despite the drawbacks, student services
personnel feel that blended housing is the best
choice. Many institutions that are the same size
as Dordt have found blended housing effective.
And current Dordt students who live in West
Hall, which already contains a mix of freshmen and sophomores, generally appreciate the
atmosphere that blended housing
provides. Dan Goslinga, a freshman from
Orange City, Iowa, is one such student.
According to Goslinga, living next to upperclassmen allows him to get to know a wide
variety of people.
"I can see how some people would like to
live with all freshmen," he says. "But for me,
I like getting to know the upperclassmen."

speculates that the popularity of the Haury
Potter books and the recent movie, "Lord of
the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring," may
explain the amount of fantasy writing.
Participants gathered in New World
Theatre in April to find out who the winners
were. A $100 first prize and a $50 second
prize were awarded in each of the categories,
and a $40 first prize was awarded in the
freshman-only contest. Winners then read
short selections from their pieces and shared a
meal together.

Career planning website
is now open to the public
Andrew De Young

T

his spring, something new appeared on Dordt's website. The office of
student services put up a career development website that can be used by
both cnrrent and future college students. Ron Rynders, director of career
development, says the site is long overdue.
"There's a lot of information out there, and I wanted to make it available to
students," says Rynders. Now students can find all the career information on one
convenient site, and at any time of the day, especially when Rynders isn't in his
office.
The site will also be useful, Rynders says, to students who are hesitant to
meet with him. "Some students who haven't declared a major aren't highly
motivated to explore untested waters," he says. "1 wanted them to fmd their
information on a friendly site."
Rynders hatched the idea for the site, but senior Shari Wubben did most
of the work on it. According to Rynders, "The fact that the site exists and looks'
like it does is proof of Shari's skills."
On the new site, high school students and students who live off campus
can find the career planning mission statement. some conunon career
misconceptions, and different self-assessment tests. On campus, students have
even more options, including a "What Can I Do With This Major?" link.
The new site can be found at
http://www.dordt.edu/offices/studenCservices/careecdevelopment/
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Ben, Matt, Sara, and Sandra Wolthuizen share majors and classes, but plan to pursue different careers.

Wolthuizens share a
•
•
•
passion or SOCIa SerVICe
Sally jongsma

H

T he experience
has strengthened
an already close
family bond.

"
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Vingfour members of the same
family enrolled in college at one
ime isn't nnheard of, but it certainly
isn't common. But Sandra, Ben, Matt, and
Sara Wolthuizen have even more in common than all being from one family. They
are also all in social service majors: Sandra,
Ben, and Sara in social work, and Matt in
psychology.
The Wolthuizens attribute their career
aspirations, at least in part, to working at
Village Northwest, a residential training
school for people with disabilities in
Sheldon, Iowa. Sandra, who is mother of
Ben, Matt, and Sara, began working at the
Village nearly ten years ago. As Sara, a
first-year student says, "It seems like mom's
always worked there."
Sandra loves her work there, where she
teaches life skills to people who live in the
Village. "I've worked other jobs, but none
of them felt rewarding like this one does,"
she says.
Her enthusiasm for and commitment to
her work have rubbed off on her children, it
seems. Ben has worked at the Village in the
past, and Matt and Sara do currently.
"I love what I do," says Matt. And he
appreciates the people he works with who
have encouraged him to go on with his education so that he can eventually work as a
counselor-maybe even at Village
Northwest.
Both Ben and Matt left high school
with no idea about what they'd like to do
for a career. As a result, both began taking
classes at the local community college.

There they found a great professor, they
say, who made psychology come alive and
seem very relevant to their lives. Coupled
with their work at the Village, they began to
pursue social service work as they set a
course for their lives.
Around that time Sandra decided to
take some classes as well. She had always
wanted to go to college, and she had trained
as a licensed practical nurse but chose to
stay home with her six children for several
years. She, too, enrolled at the local community college and graduated the sarne year as
her sons.
Sandra so enjoyed her classes that
when she finished the two-year program she
decided to continue taking classes part-time
at Dordt toward a four-year degree. Ben, the
oldest of the children, took a year off to
travel in Europe and work before coming to
Dordt, so Matt was the first in the family to
graduate from Dordt this spring.
Although Sandra, who works full-time
and has half of her family at home yet,
doesn't spend much time on campus, her
three children enrolled here do and are having fun doing it. They know where they're
headed and say they are having a great time
getting there.
Because they are in similar majors, the
Wolthuizens have all had classes with each
other. By now they and their fellow students
are used to it, but all admit that it adds an
interesting dimension.
"One person thonght my mom was my
sister," says Ben, with a wry smile. Others,
early on, teased that he would have to be
careful what he said with his mother listening.
And Sandrasays at first she consciou~y

tried to avoid inadvertently embarrassing
any of her children in front of their peers.
But all agree, it's rather fun, even though it
does foster a light-hearted competitiveness
at times. Occasionally they'll do homework
together, but more often, says Sara, they
take advantage of the opportunity to talk
about issues they've discussed in class and
that pertain to their interests in social
work.
"It's been really interesting to learn
more about how mom thinks and hear her
perspective on raising a family, for example," says Ben. Sandra, too, gets a better
perspective on how her children are thinking
about issues important to all of them.
The experience has strengthened an
already close family bond. "We always look
out for each other," says Matt, and Sandra
notes that the family is always there to help
one another.
What lies ahead varies from one
Wolthuizen to the next. Matt has been
accepted into graduate school next fall and
plans to earn a master's degree in counseling. Although he likes where he currently
works and enjoys Northwest Iowa, he'll
explore therapy positions wherever they're
available once he finishes his education.
Finding a good place to work where he feels
he can help his clients and where fellow
staff members encourage and support one
another is more important to him than making a lot of money, he says.
Ben, who worked at a camp this past
summer, has a year at Dordt yet before he
begins looking for a position.
"I'm thinking about the possibility of
working in the juvenile justice system or
maybe in a prison," he says. He's not sure
where his job search will take him but feels
convinced he's headed where God wants
him-in some kind of helping profession
where he can do what he loves most: interacting with people. He plans to look for a
job after graduating-to get some experience
in social work before he decides whether to
go on to graduate schooL
Sandra says she doesn't know if she'll
ever leave what she's doing, but going back
to school has expanded her world so much
that it doesn't matter.
'There's so much you don't know
about the world when you jnst go get a job
and go to work each day," she says. "I
believe I'm more open to ideas, less naive
and closed-minded." She says she never
realized how spoiled and wealthy North
Americans are.
"It's so easy to get caught up in your
own world without knowing what else is
going on in the world," she says. She
dreams of some day going to help in a
place where there's desperate need, but
doesn't know if that will actually happen
either.
She's already using some of what she's
learned in her work at the Village and in her
daily life and says that it doesn't matter
whether she uses it more specifically to
change her current occupation because what
she's doing is so interesting and has been so
rewarding.
Sara is still three years away from having to decide what to do with her life after
college. She says she thought in high school
she would go into nursing, but her work
with residents at Village Northwest and her'
social work classes have convinced her that
she wants to work with people who have
special needs.
"Some people are uncomfortable with
people who are different," she says. "I've
come to love and appreciate the uniqueness
of different people. It's cool to see them
learn and develop their skills."
She continues, "We're called to love
each other and treat each other as we want
to be treated-to care for others. I can't see
myself doing anything else."
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heryl Vos arrived at Dordt College four
years ago, intending to go to medical
school after she graduated. Two summer
research assistantships have changed her mind
and paved the way for her acceptance into a
prestigious PhD. program in biochemical
research.
"I love doing research," she says, "narrowing down a study until you see how things
relate or how to solve a problem. It is so
incredible, and the problems are so complex."
Doing scientific research is now her career
goal. She'll move to New York City to do two
lab rotations this summer, looking at cystic
fibrosis to determine how to trigger the microbe
that brings it out of dormancy. As she begins
her Ph.D. program at Cornell University, she'll
be working in the facilities of Cornell Medical
School, Rockefeller University, and Sloan
Kettering Cancer Institute in Manhattan. In the
future she expects to participate in research that
looks at drug design, helping refine the way
scientists understand existing biological path-

C

Cheryl Vos says She'd rather do scientific research than teach-at

ways, she says.

into her Ph.D. program. But who knows what will come, she says.

"There's so much equipment and money
for research there. It's so exciting," she says.
Vos, who will graduate from Dordt with
biology and chemistry majors, is one of only
eight people accepted into the selective
Training Program in Chemical Biology based at
Cornell but run cooperatively with the other
institutions. After doing her lab rotations in
New York City, she'll spend her first year on
Cornell's campus taking primarily chemistry
courses. The second year she'll return to New
York City for more biological research and
course work, and the third year she'll choose

lenge, she is eager to begin. She feels she has a
good base from her summer work at the
University of Alberta and her preparation at
Dordt. She's grateful for the cooperative work
she was able to do here, getting to know her
professors well and being encouraged to pursue
an advanced degree.
And she's grateful for the friendships she's
made in her last four years, her anticipation
overshadowed slightly with regret at having to
leave good friends heading off into many different careers and cities.

least that's how she feels going

orne is and concert choir perform his origina composition Time Pieces
Sally Jo

a

omething special happened at the last
choral concert of the year. The concert
choir, a violinist, and a cellist performed
an original composition written by their director
that put to music the words of poems by two of
their professors and a Dordt alum. The warm
applause following the performance demonstrated the sense of pride and appreciation the
audience felt at being part of the event.
"Time Pieces" by Benjamin Kornelis is
made up of four movements that deal with
aspects of God's time: Creation, the Fall,
Redemption, and the New Creation. The work is
the result of a year's work marking the completion of Komelis's eighth year at Dordt College.
Faculty at Dordt are required to write a
paper or, if approved, present a creative piece
that demonstrates how their biblical perspective
shapes their work in their discipline.
"I've written papers and am still revising
my dissertation, so I decided to do something
more creative," says Kornelis. He actually credits the idea to colleagues who encouraged him
to write a composition for his eight-year faculty
development assignment.
"I made a proposal, and it was accepted,"
says Kornelis. "That's when it got scary. I actually had to do it."
Kornelis originally thought he would draw
on his Dutch heritage and use Genevan psalm
tunes as a basis for the work. The more he
thought about it, though, the more he wanted to
use contemporary texts. He also wanted to compose a piece that used the instruments his children play-s-cello and violin.
So be set out to find texts from which to
work, e-mailing members of the English department last spring to ask for suggestions of poems

S

that might fit his theme.
"I received many good suggestions, most
of which were by well-known poets," Komelis
says. But he also received original poems from
English professors David Schelhaas and Mike
Vanden Bosch. He decided quickly that he
would use Schelhaas's poem for the first movement on Creation and Vanden Bosch's for the
hymn-like fourth movement on the New
Creation. Another suggestion from Schelhaas
put him on to poems by Luke Schelhaas (' 96)
who is currently a writer for the television program Touched by an Angel.
The first and fourth movements came relatively fast, Kornelis says. In "Sky Dance" he
tried to capture the graceful elegance of the starlings' fligbt as well as the gargling raucous
sound of their chatter. In "Give Us Love" he
composed a prayerful hymn to God's redemptive work. And then the third movement came,
recalling slower melodic ideas from the first
movement and moving into a celebrative dance
with violin and cello with a hint of "0 Come 0
Come Emmanuel." But the second movement
"gave him fits," he says. The fact that the poem
rhymes but does not have a regular rhythm
made it difficult to compose for. He thought
about using a chant to bring a historical element
to the piece-"but four verses of chant-that
would be exciting," he says.
Eventually he settled on an updated chant
style framed by more traditional Kyrie and
Agnus Dei sections, contrasting the two styles
to indicate the experience of countless generations of believers.
"Many of the ideas for the piece came in
fits and spurts while I ran," says Komelis who
averages about twenty miles a week. "You need
to live with a poem for a while to sense how to
put it to music."

But having the musical idea in your head is
only the beginning. After he wrote down the
notes, his work study assistant, Rachel
Persenaire. put them into the computer.
"Even after it was written down, I'd find I
didn't like parts so I had to redo them," he says.
And he found that he didn't know as much
about strings as he'd like. Sections that sounded
good on the piano didn't always playas well on
the strings the first time through because of the
different tone colors of the instruments.
Rehearsing with the choir added another opportunity for revision.
"Sometimes the choir would sing a section
wrong, but I'd realize that it was a better way
because it came more naturally," he says. So
he'd change it.
Although Kornelis enjoyed the opportunity
to take a work from concept to final performance and thinks it was a valuable experience
for his students, aspects of it gave him pause. "I
was a bit hesitant to have my students spend
that much time with the work," he says, knowing the wealth of literature available to sing and
learn during their short time in college.
Kornelis is still putting the finishing touches
on the score-in fact his students rehearsed
from unfinished manuscripts for movements
two and three-but he says the work accomplished what he hoped it would.
"It's a very public thing," he says. "You
perform within a community." That requires that
you consider the audience. For that reason even
though he wanted to use contemporary poems
and some contemporary sounds, he also was
conscious of what people could listen to. "It
needs to be accessible but challenging," he
believes. The response to the whole work was
positive, but many did comment particularly on
the hymn-like fourth movement chorale.
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for the piece came in fits
and spurts while I ran,
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Dr. Benjamin Kornelis has composed a handful of pieces, most for
specific occasions.
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A note to the committee following
a meeting on financial aid ....
~~
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Jeremy Hummel

Knowledge
is

A

itself

not the only thing
I've been provided
with at Dordt

"

·
·
·

s I was walking with a friend to a
meeting recently, we were discussing
financial aid at Dordt College. We
noted how we would both fmd it difficult to
attend Dordt if it were not for the generous
aid we have been given. So I want to offer a
word of encouragement.
Dordt costs money. Dordt costs a sizable
amount of money. There is no debating this.
However, I feel that Dordt has also provided
me with a number of things of incredible
value.
As a student of agriculture here at Dordt,
I have seen my knowledge of agricultural
systems and operations increase over my
years of attendance. I have taken ideas back
home where my dad has actually made use of
a few. (And my dad has a good thirty-five
years of experience behind him.) I feel that
next year, when I've finished my program of
study here, I will have the general skills and
knowledge I need to pursue a "successful"

career in agriculture.

Jeremy Hummel is a junior
agriculture major from
Coaiburst, Alberta.

But knowledge itself is not the only
thing I've been provided with at Dordt. I've
heard about worldview in philosophy,
theology, and agriculture classes. I've had
"stewardship" and "creational mandate" beaten against my head more times that I can

Hockey team has great year
Andrew De Young

his past year, the Dordt Blades hockey team united players old and new
when former Blade Herm Van Niejenhuis signed on to coach the team.
The team benefited from Van Niejenhuis's experience and closed the
season with a winning record of 21-14-1.
The players themselves are among the first to recognize Van Niejenhuis's
influence. "Having a coach adds team unity and guidance," says tearn captain
Nathan Van Niejenhuis. "Herm is very reachable, and he comes to us on our

T

recount. And it has gotten to me. Perhaps
God called me to Dordt three years ago so
that he could influence my thinking rather
than merely give me data. I could have gone
to the University of Lethbridge for that.
Instead, I ended up here, in Agroecology
class with [Dr. Robb] De Haan emphasizing
our need to care for creation in our agricultural work. My choice to come here also
resulted in [Dr. Duane] Bajema becoming
one of my profs, with his insistence that we,
with our Christian beliefs and understandings, are the leaders of tomorrow's America
or Canada. And I've come to understand
what it means that I work in agriculture for
God's glory-that I do all things under the
canopy of my faith in him.
It does not end there. I have developed
relationships that will influence me for the
rest of my life. Those friends have grown
very close to my heart, and their lives-their
struggles and their joys-have
dramatically
influenced who I have become. I am not the
same Jeremy Hummel that stepped out of an
old $10 Chevy in Sioux Center, Iowa, nearly
three years ago. It hasn't been only the relationships with my peers that have influenced
me. There is something about the faculty and
staff here-an openness, an honesty, a person-ness-that
has allowed me to develop
strong relationships with a few of them. And
even those that I had for perhaps only one

Sortsu dates----......,,----Mike Byker
sports Information Director

Men's Golf

T

he Dordt men's golf team concluded the
2002 portion of their season with a fifth
place finish at the Great Plains Athletic
Conference meet in Hastings, Nebraska, April
26. The Defenders actually finished just six
strokes out of second place in the two-day, 36hole event.

level."
Goalie Matt
Tinsley, from
Abbotsford, British
Columbia, appreci-

ates the experience
Van Niejenhuis
brings. "He really
brings a lot to the

team," says Tinsley.
"He's got a great
knowledge of the
game, and his presence does a lot for
the team's reputation."
The addition of
Van Niejenhuis as
coach, along with
other factors, helped make this year one of the team's most successful. Captain
Nathan Van Niejenhuis says that this year was the most fun he's had. "It was
great because we were winning games," he says.
It's the camaraderie that makes playing for the Blades the most fun, say
players. James Bentum, from Woodstock, Ontario, says, "The best part is just
hanging out with the guys. It's great enjoying the company of others who like
the same sport."
Leading the team in points was Ryan De Lange from Abbotsford, British
Columbia, with ten goals and nine assists, followed by Jordan Heerema from
Thunder Bay, Ontario, with seven goals and four assists. But not all team members are from Canada. The team roster also listed players from Colorado,
Maine, Iowa, and Michigan.

..

class maintain a relationship of interest and
concern. They truly have modeled for me the
very worldview ideals they teach.
What is the point of all this? I would not
be who I am today if! had attended the
University of Lethbridge or some other local
institution. I would not think the way I do; I
would not believe the things I do; I would
not know and love the people I do. Dordt has
certainly not made me who I am, but it has
contributed.
And Dordt's aid has contributed to getting me here. While it does cost to attend, I
have gained benefits I never dreamed of
when I wrote out that first cheque. I don't
know about my fellow Canadians, but for
me, what I have gained at Dordt has been
worth every penny.
I'm no expert on economics, but my
financial aid of about $3000 is a good wad of
change. For my quality education Dordt has
contributed a great deal, and it is understandable that I contribute my share as well.
Whether my package includes $3000 next
year or nothing at all, I will continue here
because I have come to believe in what Dordt
really offers-not
a chance at "success" in a
career, but an aid in real success from day to
day and in all of life. I pray that neither I nor
this college forget that crucial element of this
education.

Conference post-season tournament April 26
with a first round loss to Hastings College 6-3.
The Lady Defenders started the season with
two straight wins. The season also included
back-to-back wins over Sioux Falls late in the
season to assure the Lady Defenders of a .500
season.
The 6-6 finish by the Lady Defenders
marked a dramatic improvement from a 1-9
match record in 2001, both under Coach Rudy
Folkerts. Jodi Blaukamp (Holland, Michigan)
was the lone senior on this year's roster with
six of the other seven players being freshmen
and sophomores.
The men's tennis team also concluded
their 2002 season with a 1-13 record, ending
the year with a first round loss to Midland
Lutheran in the Great Plains Athletic
Conference tournament. Two seniors completed
their careers for the Defenders this spring:
Kevin Kingma (Hawarden, Iowa) and Dave
Persenaire (Holland Michigan).

BasebaU

T
Mike Roetman and Cody Horstman, a pair
of sophomores from Hull, Iowa, led the
Defenders at the GPAC meet with scores of
155, while Seniors David Myrdahl (Arcadia,
California) and Bryan Altena (Sioux Center,
Iowa) both carded 161s and Mike Hoium
(Albert Lea, Minnesota) cleared a 164. The
GPAC meet was the seventh meet the
Defenders played in this spring. This year
marked Coach Abe Bos's 28th as men's golf
coach at Dordt College.

Men's and Women's Tennis

T

he Dordt women's tennis season came to a
close in the Great Plains Athletic

he Dordt baseball team recovered from a
sluggish start to place seventh in the Great
Plains Athletic Conference regular season race.
The Defenders started the season with a 1-12
mark after their trip to Florida but rebounded to
play .500 baseball for most of the GPAC season. The Defenders split 11 of their 14 conference doubleheaders on the way to a 13-15 conference mark and a 14-26 overall record. The
Defenders were eliminated from a berth in the
post-season conference tournament with a final
inning loss to the Doane Tigers.
Season highlights included a l3-inning
win over the Doane Tigers, along with a conference sweep of Northwestern, one game of
which was won on a home run in the bottom of
the seventh inning.
Senior Scott Van Andel (Lynden,
Washington) earned first team all conference
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Have workers. Will travel.
Track team carries on tradition of
service during Spring Break tour
fitoss G~heen

into temporary quarters ten miles away, waiting for completion of their new permanent

Assistant Track Coach

home. Target date for the move was set for

hey descended on us like ants.
Everybody around here is still talking
about it. We had four big trailers for

T

them to fill, but we soon realized that wasn't
enough so we sent some of them to the other

end to unload the trailers so they could fill
them up again. They ended up filling up
eleven trailers." So said Jack Clifford from
Wycliffe Bible Translators USA Headquarters
in Orlando, Florida.
The "ants" were Coach Syne Altena's
men's and women's track teams. They had
traveled from Sioux Center by bus for some
spring training, some early outdoor college
competition.

and, as usual, their service pro-

ject. The service project this year was to help
Wycliffe move their offices into their newlybuilt permanent location.
"It was a God-send,"
was the coordinator

said Clifford,

who

for the move. "It was

flat-out incredible. I had forty dollies ready
for them but I ended up ordering in 200
more. They were hauling out loads of furniture and boxes six high. It was a tremendous

happening."
Wycliffe Translators is an international
faith-based mission, dedicated to translating
the Scriptures into every dialect on earth,
then teaching people to read. When they outgrew their California premises, they purchased a tract of land near Orlando. Two
years ago, they moved from the west coast

honors for the Defenders as a utility infielder.
As shortstop for the Defenders, Van Andel batted .262, with four home runs, and knocked in
20 runs. Van Andel committed just nine errors
in 120 chances in the field. Van Andel was
joined by Zach Vande Griend (freshman, Salem,
Oregon) on the first team. Vande Griend was 73 on the mound with a 2.58 eamed run average
while also saving two games for the Defenders.
Opponents baited just .240 against the righthander in 86 2/3 innings of work. Brad Vanden
Bosch (freshman, Rock Valley, Iowa) was also
accorded special mention by the conference.
Vanden Bosch hit for a .287 average with 25
runs batted in.
Van Andel is one of three seniors to finish
his career with Dordt College. Beau Bosma
(Hospers, Iowa) and Tim Foreman (Orange
City, Iowa) were the other seniors to contribute
to the Defenders' success this year. Bosma batted .280 for the season and started all 40 games
while Foreman batted .387 in 17 games while
splitting catching duties.
The honors didn't stop with the players.
Coach Tom Visker was named the Conference
Coach of the Year. Visker, in his 23rd season as
head coach, guided the Defenders to a seventhplace finish in the conference after the
Defenders were picked for last in the pre-season
conference coach's polL

March 2002. When the Dordt College track
team phoned and asked if they had anything
forty-two strong young athletes could do as a
service project, Clifford felt it was providential that the offer came just in time for the
move.
The many offices had their boxes
packed, and Clifford reports that they were
"getting jumpy" remembering all too clearly
the headaches

of the previous move two

years earlier. Then it happened. The ants
came marching in. "It was unbelievable.
Timed by the Lord' Everybody here is
ecstatic how quickly the move went. We

were finished a whole day early," said
Clifford a week later.
"We did work really hard," agreed Dordt
senior Greg Van Dyke who helped plan the
event, which, along with the 200 Dordt students on P.L.I.A, brought the number of
Dordt students on service projects to 240 during spring break this year.
This is not the first time a Dordt College
track team work crew has amazed the recipients of their volunteer service. Two years ago
the hostess of a day-care center in Texas
called them the best work crew she ever had.
They did an entire week's mailing in the
morning and entertained the children in the
afternoon. On the team's 1994 trip the manager of a thrift store in San Marcos, Texas,
scrambled to find them more jobs when they

Dawn Van Kley (junior, Sioux Center,
Iowa) and Darci Wassenaar (senior, Orange
City, Iowa) were named First Team All GPAC.
Van Kley was 17-7 for the Defenders with a
1.70 earned run average while striking out 119
batters and walking just 27. Wassenaar carried a
.329 batting average with a new single season
home run record of six and also knocked in 34
runs, tops for the Lady Defenders.
AJ Lefever (senior, Hospers, Iowa) and
Ashley Schuller (sophomore, Ripon, California)
were named to the GPAC second team. Lefever
led the Defenders with a .352 average and
boasted a .904 fielding percentage at shortstop
while also knocking in 28 runs and scoring 23.
Schuller was 12-7 this season with a 1.92 earned
run average in 106 innings pitched. Michelle
Gruppen (senior, Zeeland, Michigan), Jessica
Wassenaar (junior, Orange City, Towa) and Katie
Bleeker (freshman, Inwood, Iowa) earned All
Conference honorable mention status.
Along with Lefever, Wassenaar, and
Gruppen, three other seniors played their last
games for Dordt. Andrea Visser (Orwell Cove,
Prince Edward Island), Erin Bosma (Ireton,
Iowa) and Heather Van Kooten (Oskaloosa,
Iowa) were regulars for four years for Lady
Defenders softball teams that went a combined
108-62 since 1999.

Melanie Markus, Matt Ruter, Stephen Petersen, and the rest of the track team helped Wyc1iffe
employees move their offices in record time.

finished their planned two-day tasks by 11
a.m. the first day. She ended up getting construction and painting done she had only
dreamed of. Other trips included working
with Habitat for Humanity in Washington
state and cleaning up a forest preserve in
Arkansas. Each time they amazed their hosts
with their appetite for work.
The track competition on the trip also
went well for the team. They competed in the
Disney Relays against eleven other college
teams. The men were third in team points
while the women placed fourth, beaten only
by three NCAA Division I squads.

Dordt will again send athletes to the NAIA
National Outdoor Meet in Olathe, Kansas,
which begins May 23. Jacque Scoby (sophomore, Motrill, Kansas) placed second in the
Great Plains Athletic Conference meet with a
javelin throw of 131' 11". The throw surpassed
the previous meet record of 131'5" .
Kate Reinsma (sophomore, Colorado
Springs, Colorado) qualified for the marathon at
the national meet with her performance in a half
marathon in Fremont, Nebraska, December 8.
One men's relay team qualified for the
national meet as well. The 4 x 400 team earned
a spot with a time of 3:16.38 at the GPAC meet.

F

or the third year in a row the Dordt Lady
Defender softball team qualified for the
Regional Tournament. The Lady Defenders
went into the Regional Tournament with a 32-17
record after having won 18 of their last 22
games. The Black and Gold finished second in
the regular season Great Plains Athletic
Conference title chase with a 16-4 record and
finished second at the post-season conference
tournament.
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God-send.

"
Visit the Dordt College
Sports Information
Web Page at:
www.dordt.edu/athletics

Coach

Tom Visker

was named the
Conference Coach

of the

Year.

"

Outdoor Track and Field
Softball

It was a

B

efore the snow was off the ground, the track
and field season had moved outside with the
Dordt teams participating in meets nearly every
weekend. The outdoor season included a trip to
the Disney Relays in Orlando, Florida, and also
included participating in the Drake Relays and
many other meets in the Midwest.
Dordt ended the 2002 season with the Great
Plains Athletic meet in Seward, Nebraska, on
May 4. Dordt placed sixth in the women's competition and fourth in the men's competition.

The relay team trimmed over three seconds off
their previous season best to clear the standard
of 3: 17.00 to qualify for the NAIA meet. The
team consists of Jon Dekkers (senior,
Hawarden, Iowa), Dan Foreman (sophomore,
Orange City, Iowa), Bret Van Wyk (freshman,
Pella, Iowa) and Brian Wassenaar (senior,
Sheldon, Iowa).

I,,
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Hodgson inspires students
to study God's larger toys
Richard Hodgson moved from the
pastorate to the classroom
thirty-three years ago.

If you know
what's up there
[in the sky],
you're absolutely
blown away with awe.

"
10 Voice

A

sked how he remains enthusiastic
about teaching after thirty-three years,
Astronomy Professor Richard
Hodgson says, "If you know what's up there
[in the sky], you're absolutely blown away
with awe. We keep finding things that even
science fiction writers haven't thought of."
Passing on that excitement is as much fun
today as it was when he began teaching, he
says.
For example. information gleaned from
the Voyager spacecraft has shown the existence of shepherd satellites around Saturn,
satellites that function almost like shepherds
or sheep dogs, herding together icy chunks
into neat rings around the planet. Farther out,
scientists found two satellites in almost the
same orbit that they knew from calculations
would not be able to pass one another without
colliding.
"We've learned that every four years,
they basically do a little dance that allows
them to trade orbits and go on their ways. Our
God is amazing," Hodgson says.
Hodgson urges people to look up into the
night sky to drink in God's great cathedral, as
he describes it. It is what keeps him "wildly
enthusiastic about the God who created all of
these things" and keeps him excited about
sharing it with others. He likes to quote John
Calvin, saying, "We have been placed here, as
in a spacious theatre, to behold the works of
God; and there is no work of God so small
that we ought to pass by it lightly, but all
ought to be carefully and diligently
observed."
Hodgson didn't begin his working life as
an astronomy professor-instead,
he was a
pastor. But in his mind the two careers aren't
really all that different. As a pastor in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church he wanted to
serve his parishioners and help them see God.
He wants to do the same with his students as
a teacher.
Hodgson's interest in astronomy goes
back to his childhood. He recalls a time in
eighth grade when he suddenly realized that
the scale of the creation was so huge that neither he nor anyone else could possibly comprehend it. He's continued to teach himself
more about astronomy through the years.
Hodgson first became acquainted with
Dordt through mailings to the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church he pastored in New

Jersey. After moving to a second church in
Vermont, he also began teaching an astronomy course at the University of Vermont.
Budget cutbacks eliminated the option for
him to teach part-time. But having taught, he
wanted to continue. He inquired at Dordt,
spoke with then President B.J. Haan, flew out
for an interview, and was hired within a couple of weeks. Thirty-three years later he looks
back fondly on a successful and stimulating
teaching career.
Hodgson was convinced of the importance of a Reformed worldview on life when
he carne, and he was excited about teaching
in a context where he could overtly share his
passion and enthusiasm for the Creator as
well as the created universe.
"I came hoping to make a career of it
here. Iwanted to teach in a rural area where I
could see the dark skies," he says, noting
though that even Sioux Center skies aren't as
dark as they were in 1969. "There weren't
mercury arc or sodium vapor lights thenpeople didn't need to have enough light to
perform surgery in a parking lot at three in
the moming back then," he adds wryly.
Hodgson began teaching general physical science as well as astronomy courses in
the fall of 1969, reducing the heavy load of
Chemistry Professor Russell Maatman. But
astronomy courses took on a new urgency
that year, he says.
"Just that summer we had landed the
first man on the Moon and the whole country
realized how little we knew about the Moon
and the planets," he says. Although Dordt
College never intended to turn out astronomers, it knew the importance of training students who understood something about their
increasingly space-oriented world.
Dordt has never offered a full astronomy
major, but Hodgson has helped inspire a sense
of awe for the cosmos in many students over
the years who took astronomy to meet one of
their general education requirements. He set

up an observatory both at his home and at the
college for students to view the starry heavens. In 1973 he founded and for ten years
edited and published The Minor Planet
Bulletin, a quarterly journal on asteroids. In
1984 Minor Planet 2888 Hodgson was named
after him by the International Astronomical
Union.
Hodgson has found that teaching and
learning go hand in hand. While he believes
that a good teacher needs to love his students,
know his subject very well, and be excited
about what he's teaching, he also needs to be
open to learn from them.
"Some of my most exciting learning has
been through projects I did with students," he
says. He recalls one seminar with a student
where they discovered a process that could
produce catastrophic floods long ago on
Mars. He and the student pieced together how
the deep canyons there were formed, three
months before a paper published by NASA
gave a similar explanation. That student is
now in graduate school in astronomy and
planetary chemistry.
Retirement and learning will go hand in
hand for Hodgson. He's recently moved all of
his thousands of books and hundreds of journals to a new study in his rural South Dakota
home. He also owns the second largest telescope in the state.
"I have a couple of books I'd like to
write now that I have the time," he says. But
he'll also have more time to revel in the
majesty of God's good creation.
"Our God likes some of his toys very
large," he has often said. He can think of
nothing more inspiring than listening to
"Worthy is the Lamb" and the "Amen"
from Handel's Messiah as he looks up into
the sky.
"Life is such a wonderful gift. It's still a
mystery to me how I've been so fortunate as
to teach what I want to teach and still be paid
for it."

Visser brings different picture
of America to Chinese students
Sally Jongsma

T

raveling to China or Russia or South
Africa to teach a week-long course in
international business isn't new for
Dr. John Visser. But each time he does it, the
experience has a powerful impact on him.
During March, Visser spent a week at
Harbin Institute of Technology talking with
professors, MBA students, and even undergraduates about why some countries have so
much wealth and others so little. In the process, he discussed how values-more
specifically, belief systems-affect these issues.
"If you don't value service, there's
going to be waste On the job. If you don't
value employees, they're not going to be as
productive," Visser told his class. A country's
economic valuation is based largely on its
ability to use capital to serve its future, he
says. The opposite is also true: a country that
devalues the future, thinking about only the
here and now, will not have resources for the
future. Visser says he drew many connections between values, production, and
integrity and illustrated how these values are
ultimately rooted in people's basic beliefs.
Visser is convinced that Chinese people
can and do understand the importance of values in economics. In fact they are often more
open to thinking that values and beliefs
affect actions than many North Americans
are who think they can separate religion and
action.
"Even though China is a communist
country, its culture is still heavily based on
Confucianism, which is basically a system of
moral philosophy and practical ethics," says
Visser.

/

Chinese people are open to thinking
about how beliefs affect life because they
know their beliefs affect how they see the
world.
"Most Chinese believe that righteousness in the heart leads to beauty and character, which leads to harmony in the home,
order in the nation, and peace in the world,"
says Visser. Their negative reactions to
Americans often come from their disgust
with the degradation they see in American
culture, the two main sources of which are
Hollywood and the news media.
"When I was in China scanning television, the only American shows available
were Baywatch and World Wrestling
Federation," says Visser. "That's how they
get their picture of Americans." In contrast,
after being exposed to a different picture
presented by Visser, one of his students told
him, "You made me begin to take a different
look at the United States and the belief you
have, though I still dislike all those bombing
and killing of innocent common folks only
by the excuse that they are terrorists or terrorists supporters and dislike the U.S. trade
policy toward China."
And a tour guide told him, "I don't
know anything about Christian; if I knew
more maybe I would believe."
"Too often Chinese, like Muslims, see
American culture as directly opposed to
what they believe is right," Visser says.
"Americans think they simply don't like
capitalism. It's much more complex than
that."

He will continue to do what he can to
give them another picture-the one out of
which he lives and works.
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Vander Kooi's field moves from
speech to communication and beyond

.
n
Sally Jongsma

Daryl Vander Kooi has seen his disciline undergo major changes during
his tenure at Dordt College. And he
expects to see equally big changes in the years
to come.
When Vander Kooi arrived at Dordt in
1971, fresh out of graduate school, speechalong with theater-was part of the English
department. There was not a communication
course per se, much less a department. And
speech was really oral rhetoric, Vander Kooi
says. "Writing and speaking were not considered all that different."
It took until 1976 for Dordt to begin a
communication department, but the new
department was the result of a change of
thinking that had been afoot for some time and
to which Vander Kooi became committed as a
graduate student at Montana State University
in the late 60s.
"Before, speech was only studied from
the speaker's perspective," says Vander Kooi,
But with the development of propaganda by
Hitler in World War II, the use of brainwashing in the Korean War, and the growth of psychology in the middle of the century, people
began to see the need to take the listener more
seriously. Speech and communication came to
be seen more as social interaction rather than
oral rhetoric.
According to Vander Kooi, the move to
find a department home for speech and communication began in some universities in the
late 60s. Dordt introduced its communication
department in 1976, later than some, earlier
than others, says Vander Kooi.
"It was really [Dr. Douglas] Ribbens who
initiated the change at Dordt," says Vander
Kooi. As academic dean, Ribbens called the
speech teachers into his office and told them
to design their own major, says Vander Kooi.
He and his colleagues tried to shape the major
in a way that acknowledged the important role
of communication as social interaction and

grounded it in the Reformed perspective being
fleshed out throughout the curriculum.
"Dordr was in the thick of change," says
Vander Kooi. Several new majors were being
added as a result of the college's commitment
to provide its students with "serviceable
insight"-Christian
insight that would prepare
them to take their place in a broad range of
occupations throughout society.
Vander Kooi compares the time to that of
an adolescent moving into adulthood. Major
growth in numbers, twenty years of growing,
and the societal setting of the 70s helped push
the college into adulthood, Vander Kooi says.
"It was like a growth spurt before we
settled into maturity." Vander Kooi believes
it was the point at which the college community finally got beyond the fighting over the
direction of the college and the insecurities
about who they were, and began to develop
creative programs that have given Dordt its
unique place in Christian higher education.
In the communication department that
meant, for one thing, introducing a new general
education requirement that not only included
speaking, but also Iistening. Eventually it also
pushed them to incorporate mass communication courses into their curriculum.
In the mid 90s, during another curriculum
revision, changes were again made to reflect
student and societal needs. The department
revised the major, introducing a core of courses
accompanied by different emphases-speech,
radio/television, journalism and branching out
into public relations and human resources.
Today human resources has moved to the business department, but new challenges continue
to arise as the culture moves into an even
more visual age.
In fact, Vander Kooi may spend his last
summer under Dordt contract laying out the
parameters for a visual communication major,
marking the second significant change in the
department during his tenure here.
"There's a different logic that rules visual
communication," he says. As more of our

culture's information gets
transmitted
visually, Vander
Kooi and others
believe we need
to be aware of
how these differences affect
how we live and
work and learn.
With the
proliferation of
information on
the Internet, it's
hard to decide
what is good
information and
what isn't, he
says. We often
rely on impression-what
appears to be
good is good
enough. We
need to be aware of that tendency.
Changes in curriculum and in getting
information have also been accompanied by
changes in students. While Vander Kooi has
enjoyed working with students throughout his
career, he finds himself thinking back fondly
to students in the 70s.
"Students then wanted to talk about
Christian perspective-to
challenge us and
have us challenge them," he says adding, "We
were pushed to articulate how what we were
teaching was Christian," he recalls. "Man, that
was fun."
It's still fun, but Vander Kooi is also
ready to move on to other things. Lord willing, beginning next fall, he and his wife,
Maris, plan to volunteer their time with
Christian organizations like Christian
Reformed World Relief Committee, Wycliffe
Translators, Rehoboth Christian School, or
Cary Christian Center.

Tulip Festival art show, ArtBurst.
Education Professor Cella Bosma plans
to work with the Cary Christian Center on an
outreach program in Glen Allan, Mississippi,
helping students ages 5-14 develop an interest
in reading and build their literacy skills. She
will help the high school and college age
assistants learn management and teaching
skills for working with the students.
Professor
Gary Vander
Plaats will be
teaching a management accounting course 10
China during the
weeks of May 13
and May 20 for
the Pacific Institute for Business
Management. The
courses will be
Gary VanderPlaats
taught at the
Chongqing Petroleum College in Chongqing
and the China Enterprise Management
Training Centre in Chengdu.
On March 18 and 19, Dr. John Van
Dyk, director of the Center for Educational
Services, worked with representatives of
Universidad Evangelica de Las Americas in
San Jose, Costa Rica, on the design of a center for educational services and an education

department intended to serve Christian
schools in Central America.
In April, he conducted a seminar on "The
Reflective Practitioner: Bridging the gap
between philosophy of education and classroom practice" at Westminster Academy in St.
Louis, Missouri. In May, Van Dyk conducted
seminars for representatives of Christian
schools in Nicaragua, on "Applying a Biblical
World view to Lesson Planning" and "The
Place of the Bible in the Curriculum."
Drs. Kevin Eames and Danny
Hitchcock made a joint presentation to students and faculty on "A Summary of the
Research Used in the Debate on the Causes of
Homosexuality: Critique and Christian
Perspective" at a campus m~eting sponsored
by the Psychology Club.
A proposed photo montage/graphic
design work by Art Professor David Versluis
has been selected for recognition in the allIowa competitive show "Who We Were Then,
Who We Are Now: Iowans Interpret
September ll, 200!." David's piece is titled
"View of Manhattan from Ellis Island-a
Self-portrait." The exhibit, organized by the
James and Meryl Hearst Center for the Arts in
Cedar Falls, Iowa, will begin with an opening
reception on August II and continue through
October 6, 2002. The show is part of the
American Spirit Grant Project, Iowa
Department of Cultural Affairs.

Faculty News
On February 6, Drs. Daryl Vander Kooi
and Charles Veenstra presented a listening
skills workshop at Interstates Electric and
Engineering. Veenstra also gave the keynote
address at the Great Plains Model Arab
League meetings held on April 4.
Dr. Lorna
Van Gilst conducted a one-week
writing workshop
in March in
Merida, Yucatan,
Mexico, with
eighteen missionary children in
Merida Christian
School. The
school is actually
a gathering of
Dr. Lorna VanGilst
home-schoolers
under the guidance of Darlene Van Ee ('69).
Social Work Professor Jim Vanderwoerd
had an article titled "When Religion and
Sexual Orientation Collide: Ethical Dilemmas
in Curriculum Standards for Social Work Education" published in the journal Social Work
and Christianity, Vol 29, No. I, pp. 53 - 65.
Art Professor Susan Van Geest juried
artwork for the Sioux City Art Center's Art
Splash to go on display this summer. Van
Geest also juried work for Orange City's
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Dr. Daryl Vander Kooi has taught
at Dordt for thirty-one years.

Speech

and

communication

came

to be seen more as

social interaction rather
than oral rhetoric,

"
Dr, Joan Ringerwole
will be performing two recitals
to which she wishes to invite
alumni, students and friends to
come. On Sunday, June 23,
she will playa recital at
Princeton Seminary Chapel at
8:00 p.m., as part of the 61st
Annual Institute of Theology
at Princeton Theological
Seminary in Princeton, New
Jersey. Her performance will
include some Psalms hy Dutch
composers as well as standard
repertoire. She will be performing on the new Paul Frits
organ, which is housed in the
Seminary chapel on the campus of Princeton University.
The second recital will be
at First Christian Reformed
Church in Sioux Center on
September 8 where she will
playa dedication recital of
their new Casavant organ.
The recital, which follows a
dedication service, will begin
at 7:30 pm. The new organ has
30 ranks and two manuals.
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Alumni profile

Allan Kramer: farmer, chemist, entrepreneur

Allan Kramer's labs at Sioux
Pharm produce iudustrial
enzymes. The machine pictured
separates enzymes, water, and
sugar.

Allan

T

he first time I met Allan Kramer he was

is just as

comfortable discussing
the best type of tires
for his son's Jeep
or commenting

on

Mid-East politics
as he is offering
the details of
follicle-stimulating
hormones,

"
This profile, written by
senior Joel Scheurs, won
first place in the exposition
category of this year's
Purple Martin Writing
Contest.
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sweating. His son David and I were
attempting to soak our brownies in milk
to the optimal level of mushiness when he shattered our concentration. Allan stormed into the
house (which was fine, since he owned it), a
slight belly spilling over a well-worn pair of
blue jeans, his flannel shirt soaked in sweat.
My friend just grinned and licked the brownie
crumbs and milk from the corners of his mouth.
"Dad just went for a run," he explained. "He
doesn't like to wear shorts. Still too much
fanner in him." I debated between pondering
my brownie and introducing myself. Allan
chose the latter for me.
"Hello, young man." Mr. Kramer's voice
thundered as he vigorously shook my hand. He
spoke with the enthusiasm of a high school basketball coach-his voice booming as the words
leapt from his mouth in short, choppy phrases.
He informed me that he was, in fact, pleased to
meet me, demanded my basic autobiographical
information, and then declaimed the latest farm
news to David and me.
Seven years ago, before I got to know
Allan, I would have assumed that he was the
type of guy who prompted a relative from
Chicago to say that she could never live in
Iowa. Apparently, she was under the impression
that there is nothing in Iowa but corn, pigs, and
the brainless hicks who raise them. Now I wish
she could meet Allan Kramer.
Despite his John Deere mailbox, Allan
Kramer is anything but an ignorant corn-wagus.
Although his sons accuse him of earning his fair
share of Cs at Dordt College, Allan earned his
Ph.D. in biochemistry from the American
University in 1972. According to Allan, he was
"in the military during the day and graduate
school at night." Among other things, Allan's
time in the military included the development of
an infrared television camera that enabled soldiers to see at night. When pressed, Allan will
also admit to assisting in the development of
Liquid Crystal Displays-a product familiar to
Americans who own glow-in-the-dark watches
or VCRs. "But that was just a small project," he
says.
After spending three years with the
National Institutes of Health and publishing
extensively on multiple sclerosis research, Allan
and his family, consisting of his wife, Carol,
two sons, Tim and David, and daughter Rachel,
moved to Northwest Iowa and spent several
years working on a small family farm.
Although farming consumed most of his

time, Allan also taught chemistry at several area
colleges including Dordt, Northwestern, and the
University of South Dakota.
In 1988, the lure of the sciences was too
strong for Allan to resist. "I enjoy agriculture
and right now it's a favorite hobby of mine,"
Allan explains, "but I've always been a scientist." So when NOBL Laboratories of Sioux
Center, Iowa, invited him to start up its new
Biochemical Division, Allan dove right in.
As we talk, Allan lazily rocks back in his
chair, crosses his legs, and flips a pencil
between his fingers.
"We were isolating proteins from animal
tissues for medical research," he explains. He
makes it sound as easy as separating black jellybeans from red ones. "We developed a whole
line of experimental vaccines that would have
an effect on pigs mainly-how fast they would
grow and how many baby pigs would be born."
When Allan left NOBL Laboratories in
1995 to start his own business, he took a few of
the products he cultivated there along with him.
He has not limited himself to those products,
however. His two businesses, Sioux Pharm
and Sioux Biochemical, have since expanded
their production to include seven lines of products. These products range from twenty-eight
different research proteins used for cancer,
nerve regeneration, and eye deterioration
research, to Hemin Chloride used to produce
artificial human blood, to memory enhancement
drugs.
Located in a long, narrow building across
the alley from Doc's Bar, Sioux Biochemical
has probably gone unnoticed by most Sioux
Center residents since Allan and a single
employee started it in 1995. The goods the company produces, however, are making international appearances.
Sioux Biochemical is the sole producer of
many of the types of research proteins they
manufacture. While this might not sound overly
impressive, their product, according to Allan,
"is probably found in almost every country
around the world via our distributor, Sigma
Chemical."
In 1997 Allan purchased an old furniture
warehouse, expanded the building to thirty
thousand square feet, and started his second
business: Sioux Pharm. For example, Sioux
Pharm is a large U.S. supplier of industrial
enzymes. Other products are marketed to treat
depression, age-associated memory loss, and as
Ritalin substitutes.
Sioux Pharm's largest line is used to treat
another common American ailment: arthritis.
Twenty million Americans presently use Sioux
Pharm's product through items found on the
shelves of their local Wal-Marts such as Move
Free, Flexigen, and Ostibiflex. Sioux Pharm is
the largest distributor of this pain-killing product in the U.S. and third in the world.
Although my relative might not understand
why owners of prosperous businesses such as
Sioux Biochemical or Sioux Pharm would want
to locate on the plains of Iowa, it makes perfect
sense to Allan. According to him, all of their
products are related to agriculture. Industrial
enzymes come from bovine pancreases, memory
drugs from soybeans, and arthritis medicine
from cow tracheae. With a hint of pride in his
voice Allan also informs me that, at forty thousand pounds a day, Sioux Pharm uses almost a
third of the tracheae produced in the United
States. They are trucked in from slaughter
houses all over the United States-from
Colorado to Indiana to Texas-but are primarily
from the Midwest.
Since I've never seen a trachea, it's difficult for me to imagine what forty thousand
/

pounds of tracheae must look like. Allan offers
to show me.

Allan bolts out of his chair and strides out
of the conference room past two workers
munching on Doritos during their afternoon
break.
We pass through a door marked "Employees
Only" onto the one-and-a-half story production
floor packed with giant tanks and pipes. Allan
marches past the truck bays up to a stainlesssteel bulk tank and slides back the cover, revealing a brown, foaming broth. For an instant I
imagine that the contents of the tank must be
similar to the brew of Macbeth's witches, but
Allan snaps me back into reality. "This," says
Allan matter-of-factly, a long tube dangling
from his finger, "is a trachea."
As we follow a long pipe to a second tank,
Allan, nearly shouting to be heard above the
constant hum of equipment, explains to me that
by the second day of the process the tracheae
are broken down into a liquid. Allan opens up a
valve on the tank and a pale yellow liquid, similar in color and texture to corn syrup. pours out
into a plastic measuring cup. "Touch this and
rub your fingers together," Allan instructs me.
"That's what makes your joints operate more
smoothly." I do and my fingers glide smoothly
over one another. "We take

it

from this syrup to

a taffy, then a fudge, and then to a dried powder-that's what's in these drums over here."
Allan points to four pallets stacked with plastic
blue barrels. "That's what goes into the pills on
the shelves of Wal-Mart," he explains.
The by-products produced by Sioux
Biochemical and Sioux Phann can also be
found on the shelves of Wal-Mart. For example,
the three truckloads (fifteen hundred gaHons) of
leftover fat extracted from tracheae each day are
sold to make laundry detergent. Less directly
affected is food production, which Sioux
Biochemical takes part in by selling protein byproducts for use as fertilizers.
Before I met Allan, I assumed that all
chemists spent their free time reading scientific
journals, pondering protein structures, and mixing up their own deodorant and hair dye. If so,
Allan is certainly not a typical chemist. Allan is
just as comfortable discussing the best type of
tires for his son's Jeep or commenting on MidEast politics as he is offering the details of follicle-stimulating hormones. He also enjoys
spending time outdoors on his hobby-farms and
pheasant hunting. "I have ponds and trees, and I
look at wildlife and prairies and stuff like that,"
says Allan.
Try contacting Allan and you will soon
discover that being actively involved in his
church is also important. I call one Friday afternoon and discover that he is in Grand Rapids
for the weekend working with a synodical study
committee for the Christian Reformed Church.
"We're working on the ethics and philosophy of
assisted reproductive technology-things
like
cloning, bio-engineering, and bio-technology."
The next Tuesday I call and find that I've
missed Allan again. This time he is in Lincoln
working on one of his favorite tasks, a church
plant.
"I enjoy working with the denomination in
selecting sites and starting new churches." Allan
does not bother to specify whether or not church
planting is part of his role as Classis Heartland's
representative to the denomination's Home
Missions Board. Somehow, Allan also manages
to find room in his schedule to lead a group
called Prime Time, a ministry for single adults
he and his wife have been involved in for twenty-eight years.
All this from a guy with a stuffed pheasant
on his desk. Take that, Aunt Janae.
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Notes from the alumni office
A living legacy

A

s 1 write this, 342 students are preparing
for their final exams and anticipating
graduation with excitement and perhaps a bit
of anxiety. Eager to get on with life, many
may be reluctant to
leave behind the place
and the persons
who've shaped them
these last two or four
years.
Each of them
leaves something of
themselves behind.
But they also leave
with much more than
they came-the
knowledge and skills
for their chosen career,
a greater appreciation
of how their gifts and
Judy (Vande Hoef, '73)
Christian commitment
can make a difference, and relationships with
faculty and friends to support and sustain
them in the years to come. These graduates
may not recognize it now, but they are
Dordt's living legacy. They continue a tradition in which worldview determines the way
we understand ourselves and the world
around us. That, as Nancy Pearcey reminded
the Dordt community earlier this semester, is
a "precious heritage." A heritage that will see
these graduates through the challenges and
opportunities the future holds.
Though Dordt's tradition is relatively
young, we are blessed to experience already a
second generation of blessings. Henry
Contant shares his thoughts as a father witnessing his son's graduation twenty-five
years after his own. Though some circumstances have changed, the legacy that Dordt
passes on to our children is the same as the
one we received-a foundation for life that
prepared us for a lifetime of kingdom service.

Keeping the legacy alive
Alumni who value their Dordt heritage
have a stake in seeing the tradition continue.
One way the alumni association does that is
through our scholarship program. We award
three annual scholarships to junior students to
help them complete their Dordt education.
It's one small way we support the next generation of alumni.
The alumni scholarship has not kept
pace with the cost of education, however, and
the Alumni Council has determined that
increasing the alumni scholarship fund is a
priority. As the old SUB is demolished to
make way for the new Campus Center, we
found an opportunity to preserve a piece of
the past to keep the legacy alive. The mailboxes from the SUB will be preserved as

A note from Diane Meyer
"After a courageous two and a half
year battle with cancer, Pete Meyer
went to his heavenly home on March
23, 2002. He was at home surrounded
by family and friends. The Dordt Voice
with the article he had written arrived in
Chicago area mailboxes on the day of
his funeral and has been a testimony of
Pete's deep faith in his Lord, reaching
his work, neighborhood and church
communities as well as the Dordt
family. Thank you for giving Pete the
opportunity to share his journey in the
Voice, and for the prayers and thoughts
extended by the Dordt community."
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"memory banks." Proceeds from the sale of
these mementos will go to the alumni scholarship fund.
Individuals who are interested in buying
their old mailbox should be prepared for our
on-line auction in September. Following that
we will take orders on a first come,
first served basis. Watch your mail
and the website for complete details
later this summer.

The welcome mat is out
Remember, if you're traveling to or
through Northwest Iowa this summer,
the welcome .mat is always out and
our "Bed & Breakfast" is back in
operation. Contact the alumni office to
make arrangements for one night's
free lodging in one of our air conditioned residence halls. We can also
arrange a campus tour so you can see
Hagey
what's new since your student days.
And how about getting in touch
with your circle of friends and planning your
own Dordt reunion here on campus? Let us
know if you already have plans in the works
or would like some help arranging it. If your
Dordt reunion is scheduled for off-campus,
let us know about it and share your photos in
the Voice.

Alumni Scholarship winners
Each year the alumni board awards three
alumni scholarships to students in their junior
year at Dordt. Applicants are asked to write
an essay that describes their personal background, their experiences at Dordt and how
they have been affected by them, and their
personal and career goals. The alumni board
then interviews selected applicants to make
the final decision on awards.
This year's recipients are Kraig Bleeker,
Michelle Contant, and Beth Vander Ziel.
Kraig Bleeker, from Sioux Center, is
majoring in theology and minoring in missions and evangelism.
Following graduation
next year, he hopes to
work with a local
church or para-church
organization in an inner
city ministry that
reaches out to a broad
range of people.
Bleeker says he
is open to church planting or other urban
ministry and is content to see where God
leads him next year.

Bleeker is particularly grateful for the
opportunity he's had to study with people
from different places who have come to
Dordt. He believes that diversity in the body
of Christ is something to cherish and learn
from. He's grateful that Dordt encourages
such diversity and hopes to expand his
horizons much more in the years ahead.
Michelle Contant
is preparing herself for
a career with at-risk
young people in an
outdoor, physicallychallenging
recreational setting.
She is majoring in
social work and HPER
(health, physical education, and recreation)
and pictures herself working with groups of
kids, teaching them about themselves, others,
and the world around them.
One of the highlights of her Dordt
experience has been her semester in the
Netherlands.
"Learning about another culture while
living in it has given me more of an appreciation for my heritage, while also expanding
my view of the world. It has provided the
opportunity to see North America from
another perspective," she says. She's thankful
for good friends, Shamar canoe trips, worshipping with peers, practical classes, and
the way they have all contributed to her
education.
Beth Vander Ziel
will also leave Dordt
with a double major, in
accounting and computer science.
Following graduation
she hopes to attend
graduate school to earn
either an MBA or
Ph.D. in a business-related field. She also
plans to sit for the CPA exam and would like
to work in a public accounting firm for a few
years.
Beth says she's appreciated the variety
in her Dordt education and "the way Dordt
asks us to weave it all together."
"I love the interaction with people,
the late night discussions, the challenging
class work, the stress-releasing study breaks,
plays, and concerts," she says. "Dordt presents us with options and then lets us play in
them, teaching us to enjoy our lives for what
they are-a colorful praise collage to the
Lord."

Alumni notes
Betty (Den Besten, ex '73) De Boef represents House District 96 in the Iowa House of
Representatives. She recently decided to move to
House District 76 and run for reelection there.
Betty and her husband, Harold, are currently in
the process of buying a farm near What Cheer,
Iowa.
Daryl Sas ('77) was recently promoted to
professor of biology at Geneva College in Beaver
Falls, Pennsylvania. Daryl has been at Geneva
since 1988, teaching genetics, immunology,
microbiology, molecular biology and biomedical
ethics. Daryl and his wife, Jane, have two daughters. Katie (t 1) and Megan (8).
Dan Broekhuis ('83) coaches boy's basketball at Southwest Christian High School in
Edgerton, Minnesota. His team recently won their
fourth consecutive state championship, something
that has never before been done in the state of
Minnesota.
Pam Veltkamp (' 84) has been teaching at
McMurry University for seven years. She teaches
chemistry and chairs the environmental science

department Recently, Pam was promoted to the
rank of professor.
David and Sue Ellen (Van Velzen, '88)
Doctor recently moved from Des Moines, Iowa,
to Atlanta, Georgia. In Atlanta, David works with
Kaiser Perrnanente as director of Large Case
Sales in the marketing department Sue Ellen
works as director of Child Development out of
their home.They have three children, Cosette (5),
Caroline (3), and Cornelius (1).
Ron and Kristin (Vanden Einde, '89)
Seanor live in Marshall, Minnesota. Ron recently
joined a law firm there, and Kristin works at the
Tracy Area Medical Center as a registered nurse.
Paul and Kim (Vandermeulen) Dalen ('92,
ex '95) live in Omaha, Nebraska, with their
daughters Abby and Ainsley. Paul recently graduated from the Air Force's Officer Training School
in Montgomery, Alabama. He was commissioned
as a second lieutenant in the United States Air
Force, and is now stationed at Offutt Air Force
Base in Nebraska.

Regional
events
Take your family out to a
ball game and re-connect
with local alums at one of
these events:
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
June 8: 7:00 p.m.
Sioux Falls Canaries vs.
Sioux City Explorers
San Diego, California
June 15: 7:00 p.m.
San Diego Padres vs.
Seattle Mariners
Contact the alnmni office
for tickets.

Advanced Notice
Men's Alumni
Soccer Players
Mark your calendars and

make plans to participate
in the
25th Anniversary Season
Alnmni Soccer Match
to be held on
Parents Weekend
October 18-20. 2002.
For more information
contact Coach Darryl De
Ruiter (deruiter@dordt.edu
or (712)722-6738.

This coming fall, the
Dordt Defender men' s soccer program will be
celebrating and competing
in its 25th anniversary
season as a varsity sport.
Cnrrent coach (and former
Defender) Darryl De Ruiter
would love to hear from as
many of you as possible.
He hopes to start an electronic newsletter about the
men's soccer program that
will be used to keep all former players. and anyone
else that is interested,
informed about what's happening on the "pitch" at
Dordt College.
Please send him an email at deruiter@dordt.edu
and let him know who you
are, where you live, what
you do, and when you
played.

I,

I

continued on page J 4
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De Haan said in an e-mail interview. "I had my
first experience of service work at Dordt, and
God has been leading me more and more into
service work of different sorts."
He is currently living in Ecuador on a cultural exchange visa. So far some of his biggest
challenges

have been sickness and parasites, but

on the whole, he really enjoys life in Latin
. America.
"It tends to be less individualistic

because

the people are rather poor and need to get by,"
he says.
When he's not traveling and taking photos,
he tries to go running and read in Spanish daily.
He also enjoys dancing or playing cards with
friends on the weekends.

He's found the lan-

guage a bit of a challenge, but he says, "I have
found] am not too dumb to learn Spanish, and
the reward of being able to communicate

more

and more with the people here is wonderful."
He appreciates the country's diversity, both
in people and in landscape. He has traveled to
remote areas to take pictures, and he sends out a
Brad De Haan poses with children he met while photographing in La Y de la Laguna.

Brad De Haan finds
many opportunities to
serve in Equador
Sonya jongsma Knauss

I

t'sdoubtful that living in Dordt's dorms prepared Sioux Falls native Bradley De Haan
('97) for a recent stay in the home of two
Ecuadorian grandparents.

regular journal-type log of his activities, by email, to friends and family in the U.S.
They are regularly treated to De Haan's
observations

and descriptions.

A recent e-mail

began, "I just finished a brutal two hours handWalking through the primary forest of
Guandera trees gives one the feeling of going
back in time, or of traveling out of the real
world into an imaginary world like Tolkien s
Middle Earth. Ferns, moss, and vines cover
these animal-like trees, their branches are
twisted and mangled having endured generations of people and global climate changes.
Their thick leathery leaves fall like bricks,
and no hollow sound resounds when knocked,
they are like rocks. and growing only a centimeter a year, icons of time as well.

Along with De Haan, the place
housed a mother, four girls,
one boy, three dogs, two cats,
ten chickens, five pigs, ducks,
rats, fleas, cockroaches,
mosquitoes, wasps, and ticks.

Add in a leaky roof and a
steady diet of rice, beans,
bananas, and tea for breakfast,
lunch, and dinner, and a nearby
river in which all inhabitants

bathed and drank water, and
you get a small picture of
where God has led De Haan in
recent months.
The scenic view is 3500 meters in the paramo of the

Guandera biological reserve of Jaten Sacha.

"To be perfectly honest," he
says, " I liked every aspect of
the trip, even the very earthy

elements."
De Haan works for Jatun Sacha, an
Ecuadorian organization that seeks to protect the

To see some of De Haan s
work, check out these
websites: http://www.niylp.org
http://www.jatunsacha.org

rain forest. He takes digital photographs and
puts together small films of nature reserves in

different parts of the country.
"God has led me to work with poor and
oppressed communities

over the last few years,"

washing my jungle-saturated laundry from my
recent ten day photographic excursion into the
Tito Santos Reserva de Jatun Sacha. What a great
life-r-being able to observe and travel in nature,
capturing pieces of light, time and space, silently
walking like a tiger through flora, senses pulsating, awaiting, then instinctively responding."

"I try to be faithful in the smallest of ways

returned to the United States to spend time with
his family. After spending a month in Tennessee,
he moved again to New Mexico, where he
worked for two years as a Youth Mentor and
Outdoor Experiential Educator for the National

Indian Youth Leadership Project.
I find myself being placed a little more
surely in the hands of God while in this country. That's a good thing. Keep me in your
prayers and thoughts.
"I spent time with mostly Navajo adolescents in mentoring relationships

and also in

activities such as camping, rock climbing,
canoeing, ropes course, cross country skiing and

other sports," he writes. He also designed the
NIYLP website, which helped him learn about
digital photography.
He has currently been in Ecuador for half a

year, and plans to be there for another half year.
Along with his work for Jatun Sacha, he does
volunteer photography for other projects in
Ecuador.

"When I'm taking photos I'm breathing in
life like only a child or an animal can," he says.

"There is a freedom in art that I really like. I
only need a bit more patience."
But it isn't all romantic adventure-there's

a nitty gritty aspect to the life there that De
Haan acknowledges as well.
He describes one photographic journey that

included four to eight hours per day of walking
and sometimes plowing through the jungle in
mud each day. That was the trip where he stayed
with the two grandparents.
Living in Ecuador has had a profound
effect on the way De Haan views the United
States and the way he tries to live.
"As far as money, I don't believe much in
insurances, saving accounts, and retirement
funds," he says. He sees them as "products of a
culture too selfish and independent to dare ask a

friend for help." He adds, "People here in
Ecuador don't have any of that stuff and get by
all right."
De Haan says he believes that both people

and churches "should struggle to get by with as
few things as possible."

"I know that God is the goal, and what I
do, where I live, whom I may marry, etc., are

and pure in intention," he says. "I try to put
myself in situations where I can take care of and

just details," he says. "The Bible tells us to seek
first the kingdom and everything else that you

help people in need." This has required him to

need will be given to you as well."

expand his comfort zone.

And he's had plenty of opportunity since
graduating from Dordt to expand that comfort

"I don't exactly know where God is taking
me, but I'm pretty flexible with what I do and
do all things well and confidently by his good

zone. After spending his last semester student-

grace," De Haan says.

teaching at Rehoboth School in New Mexico,
De Haan graduated with a degree in English
Language Arts. He stayed at Rehoboth an extra
semester, coaching high school basketball and
tutoring children.
That summer he worked at an outdoor
camp on Long Island, New York, then traveled

to the Czech Republic and found work there at a
preschool the first day he looked for work. He
traveled briefly through Eastern Europe, then

Anyone is invited to visit me in Ecuador,
just let me know the dates so I can plan
around you. There are volcanoes to climb,
markets to see, dancing to do, and jungles to
explore. I could also help people who might
be interested in volunteering or working in
Ecuador. And in finishing off this letter, I'm
left again with the one sentiment that
cannot wane: God is so good and I am his.

Alumni notes

e-mail us
We never seem to have trouble
filling issues of the Voice, but
we'd still like to give you the
opportunity to offer your ideas-c.
stories you'd like to read about,
people you think could be
profiled, or even writers we might
consider using. Send your
suggestions and alumni news to
voice@dordt.edu or write Sally
Jongsma, Dordt College Voice,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

continued from page 13
Gordon ('92) and Kim Vos live in Carleton
Place, Ontario. Kim works in a dental office, and
Gordon works with his sister, Carolyn Vos ('89) at
Vas Trailers. They attend Kanata Baptist Church.

Cliff and Kristi (Vander Meer, '94) Lim
recently moved to Elmhurst, Illinois. Cliff took a
position as Pastor of Youth and Congregational Life
at the Christian Reformed Church of Western
Springs. Kristi stays home with their three children,

Miranda (5), Gabrielle (4), and Andrew (2).
Craig Van Hill ('94) recently began working
as the Youth Pastor at Graafschap CRC in Holland,
Michigan. He lives in Holland with his wife,
Dominique.
Curtis and Mary (Fields, '95) Berkenpas live
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in Spencer, Iowa. Mary teaches the visually
impaired, and she is currently working on her master's degree through Western Michigan University
in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Lee and Sheila (Rasmussen, '95) DeHaan live
in Salina, Kansas. Lee graduated from the
University of Minnesota with a Ph.D. in plant science in August, 200 I. Currently, he is working on
breeding perennial wheat at The Land Institute.
Sheila stays home with their daughter, Alicia.

Columbia School of Medicine. He was recently
elected into the medical honor society Alpha Omega
Alpha, which elects medical students, graduates,
alumni, faculty, and honorary members based on
their outstanding academic record and character.
Patrick ('99) and Melinda Zondervan live in
La Mesa, California. Patrick is currently in the
Navy, and Melinda is working as a social worker
for San Diego County.

Karl and Alyssa (De Ruyter, ex '00) Bos
Dan ('98) and Dawn Howerzyllive in
Redlands, California. Dan recently received his
MBA from the University of Redlands. Dan and
Dawn have two children, Bethanne and David.
Randall Lamfers ('98) is a fourth-year medical student at the University of Missouri-c-

/

recently moved to Everson, Washington. Karl works
full-time for a local dairy farmer, and Alyssa works
as administrative assistant for Management
Recruiters of Lynden. Karl and Alyssa have also
decided 10 join Karl's parents to start up the family
dairy farm again.
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John and Patti Van Groningen

Alumni profile

John Van
Groningen:
teacher,
ainter,
• •
musicran,
servant
Sonya Jongsma Knauss

summer painting job that helped him
make ends meet as a Christian school
teacher has turned into a growing
business for John Van Groningen ('76). Van
Groningen, who majored in vocal music and
philosophy while at Dordt, says it took him a
while to come to grips with the fact that the
plan he had for his life was not necessarily
God's plan.
"I had six really good years of teacbing,
but I came to the conviction that I would not
be able to sustain it for forty years," he says.
"Some parts of it weren't as suited to my gifts
as I had thought."
Van Groningen continues to use his musical skills as a church choir director. But now
he also runs his own painting and decorating
business, which he says fits his gifts well,
allowing him to be involved in "lots of little
things rather than being stuck in one place."
While he enjoys the variety and the challenges
of his current work, he never expected to end
up in the painting business.
"I took some friendly abuse from fellow
contractors for having a master's degree and
being 'just a painter,' but I found that I really
enjoyed both the painting and the business
side of things," he says.
His business, Jondec Finely Tuned
Decorating, specializes in painting, decorating, and faux finishing and has anywhere from
six to ten employees, depending on the season
and work load.
Van Groningen's seemingly unusual

A
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carreer-switch illustrates his
belief in the Reformed idea that
all work can be done to God's
glory. From teacher, to painter,
to businessman, using his gifts
to glorify God has been his
goal.
"In the business
world ...there can be a temptation to cut corners or be
involved in unethical business
practices," he says. He tries to
run his business in a way that
is honest, ethical, and God-glorifying, rather than trying to
make as much money as he can
by cutting comers. Customers
notice the difference.
"The maiu thing you hear
is: I'mjust looking for someone responsible, reliable, honest. You can really set yourself
apart with those values."
Van Groningen also makes
conscious decisions to mirror
Godly principles in the way he
runs the company. He gives his
employees good hours and
pays a fair wage, ranging from
$15 per hour for just-hired
apprentices to $27 per hour for a full-fledged
union-level painter.
"My problem has been that I'm probably
too naive and give people too many chances,"
he says, admitting that it's not always easy to
find good, reliable employees. But he believes
that as an employer he needs to be open to
hiring anyone who could possibly become the
kind of honest, responsible worker he's looking for.
After graduating from Dordt, John
received his master's degree in church music
at the University of Potchefstroom for
Christian Higher Education. His wife, Patti,
supported them by working in the university
library.
They returned to the U.S., where John
looked for a church position in music, and not
finding any, decided to finish his education
degree at Trinity Christian College. He taught
at Chicago Christian High for several years,
working as a painter in the summer.
Eventually he decided to leave his teaching
position and look for other employment. He
painted as he looked for work, and eventually
decided to start his own painting business.
He appreciates the opportunities his business gives him to serve in other areas.
"One of our prayers was always that the
business would provide me an opportunity to
become involved in church music should that
be available," he said.
And in 1993 it did. He was offered a
temporary position at Calvary Christian
Reformed Church in Orland Park, lliinois, a
large church with about 1300 members. The
position turned into a permanent one, and his
wife, Patti, was brought on board to be the
church's music coordinator. They serve as
worship leaders and direct the chnrch's various musical groups.
Because he now spends more time managing the business and is less involved with
actual painting and installation, he is able to
spend part of two or three days a week at
church, planning music and working with his
wife. He says without her help and support he
wouldn't have been able to make a "go" of
the business or his other activities. They enjoy
being able to work together at the church.
John and Patti try to help those they work
with understand what it means to be a servant.
"The challenge is to keep everyone on an
even keel," Patti says. "Musicians can be very
temperamental... they have the tendency to
use their gifts to their own glory. Part of my
job is to remind them what we're really here
for: to give God the glory."

Future Defenders ------Tom and Kim (Vruwink, '79) Fiske, Molly Evelyn Guo FaDa, born 6/27/00, adopted 7/17/01
Doug ('81) and Shelli Eisma, Jonathan Douglas, 6/15/01
Dean and Teresa (Hiemstra, '84) Paauw, Nathan Grant, 12/8/01

Dave and Rebecca (Muether) Vander Werf ('84, '88), Sarah Joanne, 9/9/01
Sjabbo and Joann (Beenen, '84) Verburg, Robert, 1/13/02
Paul and Gail (Van Wyk) Van Beek ('86, '86), Emily Joy, 3/15/02
David and Sue Ellen (Van Velzen, '88) Doctor, Cornelius Jared, 1111/01
Rick ('88) and Lori Faber, Jessica Lauren, 3/13/02
Miguel and Sadie (Van Drongelen, '88) Monico, Alicia, 11128/01

Doug ('88) and Kristine Rowe, Natalie Hope, 11/8/01
Simon ('89) and Deb de Jong, Ella Joan, 3/25/02
Don and Karen (Bruxvoort)

Huizinga

('89, '92), Xavion Paul, 1/27/02

Rob and Teresa (Van Gunst) Eekhoff ('90, '91), Alyssa Ellen, 1/11/02
Dale and Cindy (Terpstra) Fopma ('90, '90), Marisa, born 8/16/01, adopted ll/19/O1
John and Amy (Rus) Vander Haag ('90, '90), Ivy Elizabeth, 2/15/02
Gailen and Stephanie (Vos) Veurink ('90, '92), Sarah Elizabeth, 1/23/02
Ron and Bonnie (Bandstra,

'91) Buit, Jacob John, 1/28/02

Randy ('91) and Lisa Brouwer, J. Dalton, 3/21/02
Jim and Lynn (Van Heyst, '91) Gutzwiller, William James, 2/11102

Greg and Myrna (Van Kooten) Haagsma ('91, '87), Shane Daniel, 3/31/02
Marty and Kris (Draayer) Vander Plaats ('91, '91), Michael Jay, 1/14/02
Jeff ('91) and Katie Voorhees, Calvin Nathaniel, 3/29/02
Paul and Kim (Vandermeulen) Dalen ('92, ex '95), Ainsley, 2/25/02
Roger ('92) and Nikolyn Kredit, Isaac Earl, 3/6/02
Dan and Laura (Vander Zee) Landstra ('92, '94), David Scott, 6/9/01
Dan and Beth (Boender, '92) Trumble, Stepben Rus, 10/9/01
Curt and Julie (Van Donselaar, '93) Hooyer, Sydney Kathleen, 11/15/01
David and Lisa (Van Denend, '93) Roska, Julianna Marie, 12/17/01

Jeff and Stephanie (Bleyenburg) Zylstra ('93, '93), Blake Douglas, 3/8/02
Eric ('94) and Jennifer Gray, Dylan Thomas, 10/18/01
Don and Tammy (Vander Molen) Klynsma ('94, '95), Sophie Lynn, 11/4/01
Richard ('94) and Charlee Vander Berg, Noah Wayne, 3/13/02
Ron and Tammie (Van K1ey) Veerbeek ('94, '96), Treyton John, 2/19/02
Brent and Dawn (Vander Meulen, '94) Wilte, Zachary Douglas, 2/20/02

Ira and Karen (Bakker, '94) Witt, Annika Joy, 9/28/0 I
Marc and Heidi (Huisken,

'95) Cunningham,

Micah Joy, 3/23/02

Russ and Lori (Mulder) Natelborg ('95, '93), Ethan Micbael, 3/25/02
Greg and Sarah (Duff, '95) Osinga, John Charles, 1/25/02
Joel and Valerie (Gritters) Minderhoud ('95,'95) Trevor Thomas, 3/17/02
Eric and Denese (Nikkel) Rowe ('95, '95), Jadon Eric, 4/19/02
Ryan and Lori (Bloem, '96) Eekhoff, Marissa Kate, 9/16/01
Corlin and Rachael

(Visser) Feikema ('96, ex '98), Erica Rochelle, 4/1/02

Trent and Melissa (Van't Hul) Prins ('96, '96), Tyler Ben, 4/5/02
Rick and Faith (Rylaarsdam,

'96) Rietveld, Richard Gerrit, 3/2/02

Bryant and Cindy (Dykstra) Santema ('96, '96), Ethan Geoffrey, 3/3 J /02
John ('96) and Alice Schelling, Levi John, 3/18/02
Jeremy and Tami (Ulferts) Van Nieuwenhuyzen ('96, '99), Andrew Jeremy, 12110/01
Randy and Jennifer (Van Hattem) Visser ('96, '98), Katelyn Fim, 5/to/0l

Matt and Julie (Rotman) Howerzyl ('97, '97), Drew David, 3/24/01
Chad and Tamra (Rouw) Nelson ('97, '97), Levi William, 2/19/02
John ('97) and Betty Westendorp, Sarah Anne, 12/30/01
Jeff and Christy (Phillips) Bruin ('98, '98), Kaatje Grace, 2/5/02
Jeff ('98) and Julia Goslinga, Emily Helen, 9/3/01
Dan ('98) and Dawn Howerzyl,

David Lawrence, II I0/02

Mike and Wendy (Beimers, '99) Poppema, Jaci Lynn, 3/22/01
Jay and Kim (Van K1ey)Van Dyken ('99, '99), Bryce Michael, l1/t8/01
Scott and Amy (Nyhuis, '00) Schmidt, Abigail Ann, 12/11/0I
TIm ('00) and Sara Van Zee, BreElle Faith, 3/9/02
Ed and Janet (Velthuis, '00) Ymker, Edward John, 2/16/01
Micah and Kelly (Van Arendonk) Nikkel, ('00,'00), Erica Faith, 3/22/02

Marriages
Gordon Vos ('92) and Kim Kennedy

Susan DeKoter ('96) and Mark Dieleman (ex '92) 12/21/01
Larry Webb and Ellen Beukema ('95), 1/19/02
Jason Koelewyn ('99) and Tami Kooiman ('99), 6/16/01
Patrick

Zondervan

('99) and Melinda Ploeg, 917/01

Jared Terpstra ('01) and Rachel Zwart, 6/2/01

CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Oordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and
what kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fill out the
coupon below and mail to: Alumni Association, Oordt College, 498 4th
Ave. NE, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250 or e-mail voice@dordt.edu.
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In Memoriam

0 Future Defenders
0 Alumni News

Name
year
News

0 Address Change

_
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